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Presenting the American Revolution in a fun, easy-to-understand fashion, Stan Mack’s
illustrated rendition makes history entertaining while providing lucid insight into the revolution’s
real-life participants, as well as its successes and failures. This graphic account of the birth of
the United States stars a chubby, insecure King George III, rebellious and misunderstood
colonists, and loudmouthed and insensitive aristocrats, providing information about the Boston
Tea Party and the revolt against the status quo. Uncannily relevant to today’s world, this
whimsical and informative pictorial history tells the story of the original peoples’ insurgence."A
cartoonist de-mythologizes the Founding Fathers and makes them more like us." —New York
Times"Delightfully illustrated in his distinctive minimalist cartoon style, Mack's first original book-
length effort puts the 'real life' back into our revolutionary roots, providing capsule portraits of the
prominent activists of the time, along with their many idiosyncrasies, comic flaws, and strategic
bungling." —Publishers Weekly
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2012What educators say of this book:“…honors our history and honors us with the reminder that
it was people like us who made it. Every kid should have it—if the parent will ever turn it loose.”—
Nieman Reports, The Nieman Foundation for Journalism at Harvard“Mack captures the
complexities and contradictions of the period in a way that’s scholarly yet accessible—and also
great fun. All my students adore it as much as I do.”—Stanlee Brimberg, Bank Street School for
Children, New York City“I have used this book with great success in teaching the Revolution to
students in 7th and 11th grades. Many wonderful debates and discussions have blossomed. It is
the one book my former students remember best from American History.”—Lorne Swarthout,
Berkeley Carroll School, Brooklyn, NYAcknowledgments:First, I’d like to thank Ms. “Red”
Johnson (wherever she may be), my social studies teacher at Nathan Bishop J.H.S. who let me
turn in historical political cartoons instead of the essays the other kids had to write.Special
thanks to Charlotte Bode, Ron Chernow, Marv Gettleman, Mark Gompertz, Jesse Lemisch, Ken
and Peter Mack, Terry Nantier, and to the late Carl Bode, Morris Braverman, and Joseph
Mohbat.And especially to my wife and collaborator, Susan Champlin, for her help in so many
ways—but, most importantly, for her editing and life-affirming hugs. INTRODUCTIONWelcome
to the conflicts, follies, perils, and triumphs of the Revolutionary era.I began writing and drawing
on the topic of citizen uprisings when I covered the sometimes violent protests against
gentrification in New York’s East Village in the late 1980s and early ‘90s for my Village Voice
comic strip. That conflict pitted community activists, the poor, and the homeless against the
police and mayor, behind whom loomed real estate interests.To gain perspective on the rights,
responsibilities, and obligations of both ordinary citizens and their government, I went back to
the American Revolution and began this cartoon history, which was originally published in
1994.Today, with protest movements arising around the country and the world, this book again
seems particularly relevant.There were men and women of all backgrounds and classes who
contributed to the American Revolution. One of the issues historians debate is how much of the
leadership for radical action came from the wealthier, better educated, and better known, and
how much came from the ordinary citizens and their willingness to risk their lives to force
change.Looking at the big picture, you will see the fledgling Congress debate and battle over the
idea of independence and the fate of the country. Moving in for a close-up, you’ll sidestep the
chickens in the street to observe the growing frustration, anger, and disobedience of average
people as they take to the streets to protest the unfairness and corruption of those in power.The
reader will also view our Founding Fathers minus their pedestals. The founders were
immediately at odds over what kind of country they wanted, how much power to invest in the
federal government, how much to trust the common man, how much they could even trust each
other. Their disagreements threatened to do what the British couldn’t, topple the brand new



country. It took a great deal of uncomfortable compromise to build a nation.As you read through
this book, you will come upon a modern character pushing in from the edges of the page. His
name is Carl and he looks like this:One day Carl appeared on my drawing board. He knew some
history and was not shy about sharing his knowledge. It seemed to me that letting him stay and
comment on the story was a good way to bridge the past with the present.A word about the
graphic form of this book: the rubbery figures, caricatures and ironic asides shouldn’t mislead
the reader about the accuracy of the history. (The rich really did send their clothes across the
Atlantic to England for cleaning.)For me, comics are the perfect way to capture the funny and
tragic, the political and the personal, the economic, scientific, and human currents of our history.
Just don’t try to construct a Revolutionary War musket based on my drawings; they’re
cartoons.CONTENTS11761 – 1775MONARCHY & MOBS1761 THE WRITS OF
ASSISTANCE1763 THE COLONIES1764 SUGAR ACT1765 STAMP ACT1767
TOWNSHEND DUTIES1770 BOSTON MASSACRE1773 BOSTON TEA PARTY1774 1st
CONTINENTAL CONGRESS1175 LEXINGTON & CONCORD21775 – 1781REDCOATS &
GUERRILLAS1775 2ND CONTINENTAL CONGRESS1775 BUNKER HILL1775
GEORGE WASHINGTON1775 TICONDEROGA / CANADA1776 TOM PAINE1776
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE1776 LONG ISLAND OF TRENTON1777
SARATOGA1778 VALLEY FORGE1779 TROUBLE AT HOME1781 WEST POINT1780
WAR IN THE SOUTH1781 YORKTOWN31782 – 1789PROFIT & VIRTUE1782 THE
CONFEDERATION
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Eusebius, “Sam Adams is more than just a beer. Disclaimer: I've been a Stan Mack fan since his
early days as a cartoonist for The Village Voice and I love his work.That being said, I also love
this book. Mack's art isn't minimalist, but has a certain quality to it that gives his pictures
immediacy - almost as though he was impulsively sketching his ideas as fast as they came to
him. Don't get me wrong, his art is excellent.He organizes and clarifies a lot of American
Revolution history with intelligence and wit. Of course he is funny, but it's more that his
elucidations are very, very witty. (There's a distinction there: a lot of people can be funny, but not
many can be witty.)And his history is dead-on accurate. If your idea of the American Revolution
is based on what you learned in high school or in gut college courses, you'll be educated and
entertained.  You'll find out that Sam Adams is more than just a beer.”

Kan, “great. Our son is homeschooled and this is a fabulous addition to our classroom. We
would definitely purchase additional items we need from this seller.”

Race, “arrived on time , what I expected , inexpensive. It arrived on time , It was what I expected .
It was in good condition and it was a low price . Also, the subject was interesting and well
illustrated and historically accurate .”

Tim Field, “Energetic Overview of The Founding of America. This graphic novel was fun, factual,
irreverent, thoughtful and difficult to put down. Like other reviewers, my memories of American
History are either spotty, or are recollections of bland boring texts that lacked any point of view
or stayed away from any commentary that might upset someone.Mack's art and text include
modern scholarship (the people's history of Zinn and other that includes the marginalized and
uncelebrated actors in events) and his comic characters were often cheeky in their commentary
(I especially like Carl, a modern commentator, weighing in on events).I can't think of a better
book to introduce this topic to middle year and high school students who are wading into this era
of history (great for adults too!)Highly recommended.”

Metallion, “Serious History Made Fun!. If you’re like me, you didn’t pay much attention in your
high school American History class. You might remember something about a so-called tea party
where people dressed up as Indians and threw oolong off a boat, or something about a Boston
Massacre, or that patriots shot at redcoats from behind trees, or that George Washington
crossed the Delaware. But what truly happened, and what was it about?If you’d like to renew
your spotty knowledge of the American Revolution in a truly enjoyable way, this is the book for
you. Through wit and humor it explains these and many more events of our Colonial beginnings
and explores some of the myths we were told back in school, like that the founding fathers were
always virtuous and patriotic when, in fact, they were quite often petty, selfish, and egomaniacal.
And that Washington was a great general, when, in truth, he actually made a lot of serious



blunders, and it was those independent farmers and backwoods “guerillas” sniping from the
forest that helped save the day. Oh yeah, and a little help from the French didn't hurt.The best
way I can think of to explain the author, Stan Mack, would be to imagine Mark Twain and Doris
Kearns Goodwin having a kid who got a top-notch art education at The Rhode Island School of
Design. The drawings combined with the thoroughly-researched text tell the story in a way that
words alone can’t accomplish. Mack was an art director for “The New York Times Sunday
Magazine” and drew the strip "Stan Mack's Real Life Funnies" for “The Village Voice” for over 20
years. His skill, wit, and, experience have come together in this lively history of the birth of our
country. It’s a great way to interest young readers. I think every middle school should require it.
And it’s a thoroughly engaging way for us oldsters to fill in the gaps.”

Tim Elkins, “A great book to add to a history or comic collection. I bought my copy of this book
directly from Stan Mack himself. I met him at the San Diego Comic-Con in 2013 or 2014. He was
very friendly and personable. I enjoyed speaking with him.I highly recommend this book. it is
very entertaining and factual with fun stuff thrown in the mix. If you do not like reading history
from a text book then this comic version is for you.I have the book on a shelf in my office and get
quite a few compliments on it when my clients flip through it.”

Cotter, “Fun and factual. I'm studying the 1774-1781 time period in my 5th grade class. I didn't
understand it, but this book helped me a LOT. It's not that often you come across a historical /
graphic novel type. Overall, this book was a big help and I would highly reccomend this book.”

nogueira, “adopté par ma fille. pour les cours d'anglais de ma fille, le livre est ludique, sympa à
lire. On retient l'histoire et on apprend l'anglais”

JMM, “De l'usage pédagogique de la BD. J'ai téléchargé ce petit ouvrage bien sympathique, qui
retrace pour un public jeune ...et moins jeune, le processus ayant abouti à l'Indépendance
Américaine. Moyen simple aussi de replacer l'évènement fondateur que fût la "partie de thé",
dans le port de Boston. A chaque voyage aux US, c'est la provision de ces "comics" dans mes
bagages.”

The book by Karen Jean Matsko Hood has a rating of 5 out of 3.7. 16 people have provided
feedback.
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